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SARAClean is available in powder and liquid form. SARAClean in either form is used to restore 

and to clean uncoated timber surfaces 

SARAClean powder is a white granulated powder which is dissolved in water to form a 

solution. It will not harm plants or rubber, and will not bleach clothing. 

The SARAClean solution is a non- flammable, bio-degradable solution. 

SARAClean liquid is a concentrated liquid which is diluted before use. 

SARAClean liquid is diluted 9:1 with water. A test area should always be cleaned first to check 

the time required for it to work. 

Uses: SARAClean (in either form) is used to clean and restore old, weathered, dirty timber. It 

will remove black, grey oxidised fibres, moulds, fungi, dirt and grime etc, returning old timber 

to near new appearance. SARAClean is also used as a wash in preparation for recoating with 

CD50 during routine maintenance. 

Although developed specifically for use on timber, SARAClean will also remove dirt, grime, 

road film, oxidized paint etc. from tiles, bricks, concrete, blocks, stone, fibrolite, paint, timber, 

driveways, paths, glass, rubber and cobblestones etc. 

SARAClean Liquid is a powerful degreaser, and may help clean up CD50 spills. 

SARAClean Powder SARAClean Liquid 

Add the entire packet (100 grams) of 

powder into 10 litres of clean water. 

Dissolve completely 

Saturate the surface to be cleaned 

with the ‘made-up solution’.  

KEEP THE SURFACE WET FOR 

APPROXIMATELY 10-15 MINUTES THEN 

WASH OFF WITH WATER.  

 

 

Dilute SARAClean Liquid 9:1 with water. (9 

parts of water to 1 part of SARAClean 

Liquid) 

Apply to a test patch so check the time 

required for it to work. 

Apply liberally with brush, roller or garden 

sprayer.  

Allow to work for 10-20 minutes or the time 

as determined on the test patch 

It may be necessary to scrub stubborn stains 

with a stiff brush. 

The longer the SARAClean is left on the 

timber, the greater the rinse time required 

Ten litres of made up solution will clean approx 60-70 square metres of timber surface. 



 

Once the SARAClean has cleaned the timber, it must be power water rinsed (at approx 

600-800 psi pressure) Clean from the highest point and work down methodically allowing 

the water to cascade over the unwashed surface to keep it from drying out. 

CAUTION: When cleaning soft timber surfaces, reduce jet pressure to avoid scouring of 

sapwood. ALWAYS clean off with a soft ‘even fan-shaped water jet’. DO NOT use ‘turbo 

jets’ on timber or paint work. Alternatively use a brush or broom and running water. 

NOTE: SARAClean will not remove old coatings – these must be stripped off. 

NOTE: If applying the made up solution through a water blast venturi system, ensure that SARA-

Clean uptake concentration is increased to compensate sufficiently for added water dilution 

through the machine. 

 

CAUTION: SARAClean is slippery when applied to timber – do not walk on surfaces coated 

with SARAClean 

Water flush all equipment, vegetation, paths, concrete, asphalt and other adjacent 

surfaces immediately upon contact. Be aware of wind drift when applying and washing 

SARAClean off. 

Note:  If timber is badly stained or extremely dirty – better results will be achieved with 

DEEPClean Heavy Duty Timber Cleaner. 

   

Safety Information:  

SARAClean powder: Read label before use. Keep out of reach of children. Avoid contact 

with skin and eyes. Protect eyes. Irritating to eyes, respiratory system and skin. Avoid breathing 

dust, May be harmful if inhaled. Wash hands and skin thoroughly after handling. Avoid 

unnecessary physical contact or breathing of vapours. Store away from heat. May intensify 

fire, oxidizer. 

If medical Advice is needed, have product container or label at hand. 

If inhaled: Call a Poison Centre or doctor if you feel unwell 

If on Skin: Wash with plenty of water for several minutes, if skin irritation persists, get medical 

attention/advice. 

If in eyes: rinse cautiously with plenty of water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses if 

present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. If eye irritation persists, get medical 

attention/advice. 

If swallowed drink copious amounts of water. Do not induce vomiting. Seek medical advice. 

Danger – may intensify fire, oxidiser. Harmful to terrestrial vertebrates 

Avoid release to the environment. Dispose of via an authorised person/licensed waste 

disposal contractor in accordance with local regulations 

SARAClean powder is DG for transport, (UN 3378, HAZCHEM 1Y) but containers are 100 grams 

and covered by DGLQ provisions (less than 500 grams) 

SARAClean liquid: Read label before use. Keep out of reach of children. Do not breathe 

fumes/mist/spray. May cause irritation of the respiratory tract. Harmful if inhaled. Do not get in 

eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Wear protective gloves and eye/face protection. 

Harmful if swallowed. If swallowed: Call a POISON centre or doctor if you feel unwell. If 

medical Advice is needed, have product container or label at hand. 

If on skin or hair: Remove immediately all contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with water/shower 



 
If in eyes: rinse cautiously with plenty of water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses if 

present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. If eye irritation persists, get medical 

attention/advice. 

Store in a well ventilated place. Keep container tightly closed. Avoid release to the 

environment. Harmful to aquatic life with long lasting effects.  Dispose of contents/container 

to an approved landfill. 

Danger – Causes skin irritation. May cause an allergic skin reaction. Causes serious eye 

damage. Is classified as hazardous according to safe work Australia. 

NOTE: Do not tip into metal or glass containers 

SARAClean Liquid is not DG for Transport 

Conditions Of Supply: All goods supplied by Churton Pacific Ltd., are produced under rigidly 

controlled procedures which assure the purchaser that at the time of sale, products are physically 

suitable for use in the manner stated. However, as we cannot exercise control over the mixing and 

use of products, and the weather conditions, no responsibility will be accepted for any damage or 

injury, which may arise from careless storage, handling, application or use. While CD50 products 

have proven to be highly successful for many years and in many countries, and are manufactured 

to the highest standards, Churton is unable to offer any specific performance warranties for the 

CD50 products because of the wide variation in applications possible. These variables include but 

are not limited to; the age and porosity of the timber, species, situation, design and structure, 

aspect, differing exposure to the weather and adequacy of preparation. If you have any 

reservations about using CD50 we recommend testing prior to use in sensitive applications. Please 

contact your closest retailer or contact Churton for a free test sample to enable you to determine 

the suitability of our products for your application. 

Information:  Specific information relating to the application and handling of this product may be 

obtained solely from Churton Pacific Limited, 17C Vega Place, Mairangi Bay Industrial Estate, 

AUCKLAND. Phone/Fax (09) 478-4370, 0800 107 555. 

SDS sheets are available from Churton Pacific Ltd or www.cd50.com 

Emergency numbers: 021 989229, 021 2714026 

 

 

http://www.cd50.com/

